
How to Play

3-7    Players
 10    Minutes
 10     Years +

The world was on the edge of ruin. Endless battles 
between disordered nations pushed humanity into anarchy, 
exhausted lands, and threw the future into uncertainty. 
But even in the midst of such a chaotic world, the hand of 

salvation finally reached out. A great champion, The First 
Brave, single-handedly bested each and every army, ending 
all fighting. 
And thus he proclaimed: “Only the strongest among you 

shall fight.” 
From that point on, any army was meaningless in the face of 

such overwhelming strength—all warring ceased across the 
world. Instead, a new type of fighting began. Feuds incurred 
for whatever reason between nations were resolved by the  
outcome of battles between the strongest warriors of each 
nation: their champions. Now the champions fight to the 
very last; across cities, over wild lands, on small islands. 
Here and now begins yet another tournament of the 

strongest, most capable champions. Who will wield enough 
might to destroy their opponents and become the one to 
bring hegemony to their nation?
Who will be The Last Brave?

The Story

Players take on the roles of brave Champions, each Players take on the roles of brave Champions, each 
wielding mighty powers. You must fight for your nation as wielding mighty powers. You must fight for your nation as 
you aim to defeat all of your opponents. you aim to defeat all of your opponents. 
Each brave Champion is granted three attributes: a Class, Each brave Champion is granted three attributes: a Class, 

an Element, and a type of Arms, all imbued with incredible an Element, and a type of Arms, all imbued with incredible 
power. When one Champion is attacked by another, the power. When one Champion is attacked by another, the 
damage they take exposes the nature of their attributes, damage they take exposes the nature of their attributes, 
revealing the weakened Champion's true form to the revealing the weakened Champion's true form to the 
other players. other players. 
However, once these attributes have been revealed, the However, once these attributes have been revealed, the 

Champion that wields them can start to benefit from their Champion that wields them can start to benefit from their 
abilities. Cleverly utilize the powers granted to you and abilities. Cleverly utilize the powers granted to you and 
claim victory over all others! claim victory over all others! 

Game Overview

 

Components

32 Cards32 Cards 1 Rules Sheet1 Rules Sheet
8 of each card type: Player, Class, Element, and Arms

Card Types

BackFront

Player CardsPlayer Cards

This is the brave Champion that you will be playing 
during the game. The back of this card shows your 
basic attack move, and spaces for where you place 
your revealed attribute cards. 
The front of the card shows the Champion’s Secret 

Skill, as well as extra Faction information for the 
optional Allied Combat rules.

BackFront

Name: The occupation in the Champion's home 
nation.
Special Ability: The Abilities you can use if this 
card is revealed.

Class CardsClass Cards

BackFront

Name: The type of element the Champion can 
control.
Special Ability: The Abilities you can use if this 
card is revealed.

Element CardsElement Cards

BackFront

Name: The type of weapon the Champion 
specializes in. 
Special Ability: The Abilities you can use if this 
card is revealed.

Arms CardsArms Cards

Game Setup

① Shuffle the Champion cards well and deal one to each 
player, face down. Keep your card face down in front of 
you and use it as a placement guide for your revealed 
cards. You may check the front of your card at any time.
② Shuffle the Class, Element, and Arms cards separately 
and deal one of each to every player, face down. These 
cards become your hand. Make sure they are not visible 
to the other players. Any remaining cards will not be used.
③ Decide the starting player using rock, paper, scissors, 
or another means. 

Now you’re ready to begin!

Reveal
Zone

Damage
Zone

4 Player 4 Player 
Example SetupExample Setup

⇧⇧Player's
fieldPlayer's hand ⇨⇨

Sequence of Play

The game is played in turns. The starting player targets an 
opponent to attack and deals damage.
If you are attacked, you reveal 1 card to your Reveal 

Zone—which gives you access to the Abilities on those 
cards—or move 1 card to your Damage Zone for each 
point of damage you take.
The player who was the target of that attack then takes 

the next turn. This continues until there is only one 
Champion still standing.

At the beginning of your turn, you must declare how 
you are going to attack another player’s Champion, 
announcing out loud all of the Abilities you are going 
to use.

Your base attack delivers 1 HIT with 1 POWER.Your base attack delivers 1 HIT with 1 POWER.
If you have already revealed cards that have Abilities 

(see next page), you may use any or all of these to 
improve your attack. Some Abilities will increase your 
Power, while others can add additional Hits. All effects 
“stack,” so eacheach Hit has the full Power of your attack. You 
may also use your Secret Skill, if you have not used it yet.
After you declare your attack, the number of Hits and the number of Hits and 

Power do not changePower do not change—even if it is reflected back at 
you or some of your cards are lost.

Your target will be the player with the most cards 
in their hand, excluding yourself (in case of a tie, 
you choose whom to attack). When the game starts, 
everyone will have 3 cards, so you may choose any 
player. You can also choose any player if everyone 
has run out of cards in their hand. The number of 
cards in a player’s Field or where they are placed 
does not affect who you target.

Your target takes damage equal to your total attack 
Power from each Hit, unless they can use an ability to 
protect themselves. Each Hit is resolved separately.
First, subtract Power for any active Resist Abilities they 

have (see next page). Then, resolve the damage one one 
point of Power at a timepoint of Power at a time. For each point, the target must 
do oneone of the following:

•Reveal 1 card from their hand and place it in their 
Reveal Zone (left of their Champion card) 

OROR
•Move 1 card from their Reveal Zone to their Damage 

Zone (right of their Champion card)
 If you ever take damage but you cannotcannot do either of 
the above (because allall of your cards are already in your 
Damage Zone), your Champion is defeated and you are 
out of the game!  
When you take damage, you may use your Abilities 

and Secret Skill before and after each point of damage. 
So, for example, if you are attacked with 3 Power, you 
could reveal a card for the first point of damage then 
use an Ability on that card to Defend before resolving 
the 2nd point of damage (see next page).
Note:Note: You may choose to move a card from your 

Reveal Zone to your Damage Zone even if you still have 
cards in your hand, to avoid revealing a card you want 
to save for later! 

Once all damage from the attack has been dealt with, 
the active player’s turn ends. The player who was the 
target of the last attack now becomes the active player, 
and takes the next turn.

Turn Order

I. Calculate Your Attack PowerI. Calculate Your Attack Power

II. Choose Your Attack TargetII. Choose Your Attack Target

III. Dealing DamageIII. Dealing Damage

IV. The Target Begins Their TurnIV. The Target Begins Their Turn

Fallen Champions
When all of a player’s cards have been moved from their 
Reveal Zone to their Damage Zone and they suffer another 
point of damage, that Champion has nothing left to give and 
can no longer fight! That player drops out of the game and 
cannot take any more turns.
The next active player is the person to the left of the player 

who forced the Champion to leave the battlefield.
In the rare case that the active player is forced to leave the 

battlefield due to damage reflected back at them, they do not do not 
get to use any Hits they had left. The player who was attacked 
then becomes the next active player, as normal. 



End of the Game
The last Champion remaining on the battlefield when all 
others can no longer fight is the victor.
The Champion that fights to the last, utilizing outstanding 

wit and skills, has secured the prosperity and sovereignty 
of their nation!

Optional Rule: Allied Combat
In a game with 4 or more players, you may use the 
Factions on the front of the Champion Cards to play 
Allied Combat—a team battle. The Factions are:

• Red: 1 Faction Leader & 2 Members
• Blue: 1 Faction Leader & 2 Members
• Gray: 1 Faction Leader

Depending on the number of people playing Allied 
Combat, remove the Champion cards indicated 
below before distributing them:

• • 4 Players4 Players:: Gray Faction Leader, 1 random Red & 
1 random Blue Faction Member

• • 5 Players5 Players: 1 random Red & 1 random Blue Faction 
Member

• • 6 Players6 Players: Gray Faction Leader 
 There are two ways to play Allied Combat:

• Total Annihilation: Your Faction wins if it's the 
last one standing.

• Take Out the Command: Your Faction wins if all 
other Faction Leaders are defeated.

Each player’s Faction is revealed when they 
use their Secret Skill or when they are defeated. 
Deciding when to reveal your own Faction and 
whether to coordinate with other players is of 
critical importance to strategy here.
The Gray Faction player must fight alone, but gets 

a stronger Secret Skill to compensate. Aim for the 
downfall of all other Factions!

To play a longer game, you can use coins or something 
similar as point markers to play continuous bouts.
• The winner of a game takes a marker as 1 point. 

The first player to get 2 points takes the overall 
victory and prestige that comes with it! You can 
extend the game even more by increasing the 
number of points needed to win.

• Players can also keep representing the same 
nation during an extended campaign game if they 
prefer: Simply keep the same Class after each bout 
and redistribute the other two attributes. Playing 
this way allows warriors to keep fighting for their 
nation while combining many different skills.

Optional Rule: Extended Campaign

• An alternative system is to award 1 point for 
defeating a Champion and 3 points for being the 
last brave Champion standing. The first player 
to get 6 points wins. Playing this way allows for 
a monumental change in the tide of battle even 
without outlasting the other warriors.

Abilities are courageous skills granted by your Class, Element, 
and Arms. After you reveal a card from your hand (by placing 
it in your Reveal Zone after taking damage), you are able to 
use its Abilities.
Use your Abilities to temporarily increase Power, add Hits or 

extra effects to your attacks, or completely avoid damage from 
an opponent. Wield them well and victory shall be yours! 

Abilities Overview

Usage CostUsage Cost

Turn the card sideways. Once the card has 
been turned sideways, this Ability cannot be used 
again unless it is returned to vertical by a card effect.

Turn the card over. All Abilities on the 
card are lost. The Forfeit Ability may still be used 
even if this card is turned sideways by Fatigue.

Fatigue

Forfeit

Some Abilities have a cost to use. The text in front 
of the Ability name on the card shows its cost:

Ability TypesAbility Types

Reduce the damage dealt by this Hit to 0.

All remaining damage from this Hit is 
immediately applied to the attacker. Reflect cannot 
be used against this.

Defend

Reflect

Abilities are indicated by keywords. See below for 
a detailed description of each:

During your turn, all of your own attacks have 
+X Power. This effect stacks if you have more than one.

Power +X

During your turn, the number of times 
your attack hits your opponent increases by 1. This 
effect stacks if you have more than one.

Hits +1

During your turn, your opponent cannot use 
X against your attack (X = Defend, Reflect, or both).

Negate X

After attacking, immediately take another turn.Re-engage

The attack you do this turn will target all 
players with the most cards in their hands (excluding 
yourself.) Resolve the damage of the attack in clockwise 
order. The last player you do damage to will be the next 
active player. Reflect cannot be used against this.

Scatter Shot

Choose 1 card from any player’s Field and 
turn it face down. This can only be used on your own 
turn and will not affect the Power of an attack mid-hit.

Seal

Choose 1 sideways card in any player’s Field 
and return it to vertical.

Revive

Choose 1 other card from any player’s Field 
and return it to that player’s hand.

Recover

Some Abilities are written in blue and have no cost. 
These are called Continuous Abilities. The effects 
stack with other Abilities in the same way.

Continuous AbilitiesContinuous Abilities

Reduce the Power of all attacks against you 
by 1 before they hit you. This effect stacks if you have 
more than one. If this Ability is revealed mid-Hit, the 
Power is not reduced (but the next Hit could be).

Resist 1

ImportantImportant Continuous Abilities are immediately 
lost if the card is turned face down.

Secret SkillsSecret Skills

Each player has a Secret Skill that can give them an 
edge on the front of their Champion card. You may 
use your Secret Skill at any time, but only once during 
the entire game. Simply flip your Champion card 
when you use it. Secret Skills act the same way as 
Abilities, but do not count as taking damage.

Example Attacks & Special Abilities

Player A, who has Fire (Element: Continuous Power 
+1), and Fists (Arms: Continuous Hit +1) revealed, attempts 
to attack Player B, who has 3 cards in their hand and is 
unscathed. In order to bring B down in one fell swoop, A 
holds nothing back and puts every Ability to use.

First, A activates Fire’s Ability [Forfeit: Power +2 & Negate 
Defense]. The Fire card is turned face down, and Player A 
loses its Continuous Ability Power +1, but in return gains 2 
Power and the attack cannot be nullified by Defend for the 
duration of the turn. On top of that, Player A activates the 
Ability from Fists, [Fatigue: Power +1]. The Fists card turns 
sideways, but its Continuous Ability, [Hit +1], is still in effect.

With Player B as their target, Player A unleashes their 
ferocious attack. An all-out barrage of 2 Hits (1 base Hit + 1 
Hit from the Fists Continuous Ability) with 4 Power each (1 
base Power + 2 Fire Forfeit Power + 1 Fists Fatigue Power) is 
about to turn B into cinders.

However, B has a secret plan. They reveal their Shield 
card for the first point from the first Hit. Immediately, 
Player B activates its Ability, [Fatigue: Reflect], rebounding 3 
damage to Player A before it even hits B. Before being able 
to use their second Hit, Player A is going to be pummeled by 
their very own Abilities!

However, the card that Player A reveals for the first 
damage point is the Knight Class card, known for its defensive 
power. No Abilities are added to reflected damage, so Player 
A activates the [Fatigue: Defend] Ability of their revealed 
Knight card, and negates the remaining 2 damage.

Player A makes it out alive, so their second Hit assails Player 
B. B wouldn’t last long after a direct hit from this attack, so 
they have no choice but to activate Shield’s [Forfeit: Reflect] 
Ability, and once again return the attack to A.

Of course, there’s no way A can survive the attack either. 
Player A activates the Knight’s Forfeit Ability, Defend, to 
head off the reflected attack.

Player A’s attacks all end as misfires, and both A and B 
have used a lot of resources. Player B’s turn is next, but the 
other players can all see the chink in B’s defenses, since B no 
longer has a Shield. B now has to choose their target very 
carefully.

Your sense of glory in The Last Brave is even more intense 
if you have an affinity with your Champion! Unleash your 
imagination and describe exactly how your hero would act. 
For example, if you’re a Warrior Class, Fire Element, with Fists 
as your Arms, your champion would be an ace in hand-to-
hand combat, dealing fiery blows. Using Fire’s Special Ability, 
your warrior might cover their body in flames and release a 
terrifying barrage of deadly attacks to incinerate opponents.

Rather than just looking at your cards as stats, let your 
imagination run wild as you picture your Champion pulverizing 
your opponents with incredible battle moves. Only then can 
you feel the true thrill of becoming -----------------------------

Feel the Thrill of Battle

FAQs

• Is there a way to stop Continuous Abilities, like 
Power +1 and Resist 1 from activating?

No, they are always active.
• If I am the only player with the most cards in my 

hand, who does an attack using Scatter Shot affect?
Excluding yourself, it hits all players with the highest 
number of cards in their hands. For example, if you 
have 1 card in your hand and the other players all 
have 0 cards, then it hits all the other players.
• When I am being attacked, if I return an attacker’s 

Continuous Ability card to their hand using Recover, 
does the Power decrease or effect get canceled?

By the time the player taking damage uses any kind of 
Abilities, the attack’s Power, Hits, and Negate effects 
are already decided, so there is no change.
• If I Reflect an opponent’s attack while I have the 

Continuous Ability Negate Defend, does that Negate 
Defend effect apply to the damage I reflected?

No. Reflect only sends the damage back to an 
opponent. No other effects are applied.
• Can Seal or Fall Back target the Champion Cards?

No. They can only target the 3 types of attribute cards.
• When I have extra hits, can I use them against 

separate players?
No. They must all target the same player.
• When taking a 2-Hit attack, I revealed a Resist card 

for the first point of the first Hit. Can I reduce the 
Power using this card?

No. The Power of the first Hit was already established 
before the Resist Ability appeared. However, you 
CAN use the Ability to reduce the Power of the 
second Hit.
• All of the players left in the game have Resist, and 

we can no longer do damage to each other. What 
happens in this situation?

The game ends in a tie, so you should play again to 
determine who will be The Last Brave! 
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